
Proof reading
1

   The British Empire was once home to third of the world’s              1_____
population. But, with the return of Hong Kong and its six million
inhabitants to China, only 180,000 people in 12 populated
territories now themselves as British colonial subjects.                   2____
   Britain’s imperial expansion, which continued for 400 years,
was motivated by the desire to acquire the wealth, and to                  3_____
maintain the British navy’s control of the seas. Today, that flow
of wealth has reversed and most of the “dependent territory”,               4_____
as these colonies are known, require some financial support from Britain.
It was with the granting of independence to India in 1947 Britain            5______
started to dismantle its empire. It was relative easy to give independence     6______
to the larger colonies—indeed, most campaigned vigorously for self-rule---
but the small dependencies, which were less economically viable, preferred   7______ 
to remain beyond British rules.                                       8_____
  Most are still unwilling to cut these old ties, chiefly for financial
reasons. Since 1990, Britain has provided its dependence with $153 million
in aid, and for many this money is a lifeline. Even Britain’s rich            9_______
territory, Bermuda, wants to maintain its link with the UK. In 
a referendum in 1995 voters overwhelmingly rejected dependence.         10_______
Bermuda is Britain’s oldest colony and it earns much of its income
through banking and other financial services. 

2
  Steve and Yaser first met in their chemistry class of an American university. 
Yaser was an international student from Jordan. He was excited to get to know 
an American. He wanted to learn more about American culture. Yaser hoped 
that he and Steve would become good friends.
   At first, Steve seemed very friendly. He always Yaser                  1____
warmly before class. Sometimes he offered to study with Yaser. He ever      2_____
invited Yaser to eat lunch with him. But after the semester was over,
Steve seemed more near. The two former classmates didn’t see each          3______
other very much at school. One day Yaser decided to call Steve. Steve 
didn’t seem very uninterested in talking to him. Yaser was very hurt          4_____
by Steve’s change attitude, “Steve said we were friends,” Yaser complained    5_____
of. “And I thought friends were friends forever.”                          6____
  Yaser is a little confused. He is an outside to American culture.            7____
He doesn’t understand the way Americans view friendship. Americans 
use the word “friend” in a very general way. They may call both casual
acquaintances and close companions “friends”. Americans have 
school friends, work friends, sports friends and neighborhood friends.
these friendships based on common interests. When the shared activity      8____
Ends, the friendship fade. Now Steve and Yaser are no longer              9____
classmates. Their “friendship” has changed. American friendships 
develop quickly, and they may change just quickly.                      10_____

3
  As a time when a towering personality like Mme. Curie
has come to the end of her life, let us not merely rest content
recalling what she has given to mankind in the fruits of her                1_____
work. It is the moral qualities of its leading personalities and              2_____



that are perhaps of even greater significance for a generation
and for the course of history purely                                  3____
intellectual accomplishments. Even these latter are, to a far 
greater degree than is commonly credited, dependent of the                4____
stature of character.
  She was oppressed by an abiding sense for the asperities 
and inequalities of society. This is what gave her that severe
outward aspect, so easily interpreted by those who were not               5_____
close to her—a serious severity unbelieved by any artistic strain.
Once she has recognized a certain way as the right one, she pursued
it without compromise and extreme tenacity.                           6____
  The greatest scientific deed of her life---providing the 
existence of radioactive elements and isolating them---owe               7____
its accomplishment not merely to bold intuition but to a devotion           8___
and tenacity in execution under the most extreme hardships imaginable,
such as the history of experimental science has not often witnessed.
  If but a small part of Mme.Curie’s strength of 
character and devotion is alive in Europe’s intellectuals,                 9____
Europe would face a bright future.                                 10_____

(4)
  Dawna Walter is one of the authors leading the way
in Britain with her book that attempts to how even a tidy          1______
sock drawer can improve the quality of her life. Walter is          2____
the owner of the Holding Company, a shop on London’s Kings.
Road which sells hundred of storage ideas for the home.           3_____
It has been a hit that Walter is planning to open four              4____
new outlets in near future. Born in America, Dawna              5_____
Walter is a fast talker, a self-confessed perfectionist, and
a tidiness fundamentalist. “If it takes 10 minutes for you 
to find a matching pair of socks in the morning, then you are
not in the control and your outlook just isn’t any good. Being       6____
organized saves you a couple of hours every week and giving       7____
you more time to do the things you enjoy,” she explains.
   Walter thinks that British people are particularly bad 
at getting to grips with their homes and lives: “ There’s still
this war mentality where you just won’t throw anything away 
and soon your house is not working for you and is full of 
things that don’t give you any pleasant idea.” She, by contrast,     8____
enjoys getting rid of things: “I love giving things off to           9____
friends. If someone admires something I have, I’ll just give it 
to them.”

She admits that some of her customers turn into storage
addicts and reveal that even children are getting the bug:
“We have 13-year-olds dragging their parents to the store because they want to get
their lives be organised.” And what does this alphabetised life          10______
do for her? Looking at her new red kitchen, with everything
in place, she says: “ It’s so beautiful I could cry.”



(5)
  Why, you may wonder, should spiders be our friends?
Because they protect so many insects, and insects include       1_____
some of the greatest enemies of the human race. Insects
would make impossible for us to live in the world; they       2____
would ruin all our crops and kill our flocks and herds,
as it were not for the protection we get from insect           3____
-eating animals. We owe a lot for the birds and beasts         4____
who eat insects but all of them put together kill only 
a fraction of the amount destroyed by spiders. Moreover,      5____
unlike some of the insect-eaters, spiders never make          6______
the least harm to us or our belongings.
   Spiders are not insects, as many people think, and         7_____
nor even nearly related to them. One can tell the difference
almost at a glance, for a spider always has eight
legs but an insect never more than six.
  How many spiders are joined in this work on our          8_____
behalf? One authority on spiders made a census 
of the spiders in a grass field in the south of
England, and he estimated that there were more
than 2,250,000 in one acre; that is anything                9____
like 6,000,000 spiders of different kinds on 
a football pitch. Spiders are busy least
half the year in killing insects. It has been
estimated that the weight of all the insects
destroyed by spiders in Britain in one year would 
be greater than those of all the human beings              10_____
in the country.

(6)
  If it were only necessary to decide whether to 
teach elementary science to everyone on a mass basis
or find the gifted few and take them as for as            1_____
they can go, our task would be simple. The public
school system, therefore, has no such choice, for the      2____
jobs must be carried on at the same time. Because
we depend so heavy upon science and technology        3_____
for our progress, we must produce specialists in
many fields. Because we live in a democratic
nation, which citizens make the policies for the          4_____
nation, large numbers of us must be educated to
understand, to support and when necessary, to
criticize the works of experts. The public school          5_____
must educate both the producers and users of scientific services.

In education, there should be a good balance between      6_____
the branches of knowledge that attribute                 7______
to effective thinking and wise judgment. Such
balance is defeated by too much emphasis on 
any one field. This question of balance is involved         8_____
not only the relation of natural sciences, the social
sciences, and arts but relative emphasis among
the natural science themselves.
   Similarly, we must make a balance between           9_____



current and classical knowledge. The attention
of the public is continually drawn to new possibilities
in scientific fields and the discovery from new            10_____
knowledge; these should not be allowed to turn our
attention away form the sound, established materials
that form the basis of courses for beginners.

7
The swinging single lifestyle of the stereotype is most possible for urban,

Educated professional and technical people. Only they can afford the high rents
and the lavish entertainment. Blue-collar and many white-collar people find      1 __
few excitement in living singly in rundown apartments or crowding into a more  
desirable spot with several people sharing expenses. 

Several studies have shown that single people is not very different from mar-  2___
ried people in either social or personality characteristics. The same applies for     3___
personal happiness. Some single people, like some married people, are relatively
happy with themselves and their lives. Others range from merely satisfied to 
quite unhappy.

Even in the best of circumstances, single living has its share of problems.
Most of singles for example, manage their finances quite well, but seldom make   4___
investments for future as married couples are more likely to do. Income tax       5____
laws, adoption and credit regulations, housing rules, or advertisements, constantly 6____
remind the single person whose marriage is the only socially acceptable         7____
state.

Most singles either devote an inordinate amount of time and energy cultivating 8____
heterosexual relationships, and experience loneliness. Most often it is both. The 
passing years bring a need for deep emotional relationships in that there is lasting  9____
security, even among prosperous young people. Most favor marriage in principal and 10____
gradually move toward it as a personal alternative. Ironically, their determination to 
avoid early, hasty marriage may result in their experiencing more satisfying marital
relationships later in life, as old, more mature, independent, and realistic adults.

8
Optimism can help you to be happier, healthier and more successful.

Pessimism leads, by contrast, to hopelessness, sickness and failure, and 
are linked to depression, loneliness and painful shyness. If people could   1___
think more positively, it will be like inoculating them against these mental  2___
ills. People’s ability counts, but the belief which one can succeed affects  3___
whether or not one will. In part, that’s because of optimists and pessimists 4___
deal with the same challenges and disappointments in very different way.

Take, for example, your job. It was found that the positive salesmen
sold more insurance than the negative thinkers.                      5____

how did they do it? The secret of an optimist’s success is in his “ex-  
planatory style”. When things go wrong, the pessimist tends to blame himself.
“I’m not good at this,” he says, “I always fail.” The optimist looks
at loopholes. He blames the weather, the phone connection, even the other  6___
person. That customer was in a bad mood, he thinks. When things go 
right, the optimist takes credit while the pessimist sees success as a fluke.

During a research project, a group of students was asked to phone    7____
strangers and ask them to donate blood to the Red Cross. When they failed
on the first call or two, pessimists said, “I can’t do this.” Optimists told themselves, 
“I need to try the different approach.”                                     8___

Negative or positive, it was self-fulfilling prophecy. If people feel hopelessly,  9___
they don’t bother to acquire the skills they need succeed.                      10___


